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Take a stand for refugees – a word of encouragement:
The Unity Synod in Montego Bay / Jamaica, 12-20 August 2016, is concerned with the
present situation of a growing stream of refugees worldwide, having to leave their homes
because of war, violence, oppression and harsh poverty. In many countries where the
Moravian Church is present, we are affected by this global situation and we experience a
growing hostility against refugees and foreigners. We see racial prejudice becoming
prevalent again.
The Bible calls us to stand up for justice, to be hospitable and to protect the foreigner.
Therefore we refuse to go along with those who stir up fear and mislead people to hatred.
We refuse to believe that refugees are a threat to our way of life, our cultures and our
values.
Because we believe in the God of love and justice who sides with the homeless and
deprived through Jesus Christ, we encourage our congregations and members in the
worldwide Unity to side with the refugees, to lend them their voice, to speak out against
hatred and discrimination.
We believe that there is a blessing of God in the encounter with the stranger who seeks our
protection, our hospitality and friendship. In embracing him we grow in love and in
wisdom. In the encounter with people of other faiths we learn to let behind our prejudices
and to discover the value of humanity across cultures and religions.
We bear in our collective memory that our forefathers and –mothers were welcomed as
refugees in Herrnhut – this is paramount to our church. This history challenges us to take a
stand and to support refugees wherever we have the chance to do so.
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